Comma Examples with SimBraille

1. One thousand two hundred thirty-four is written 1,234

2. One comma three comma five comma seven comma nine comma ellipsis is written 1,3,5,7,9,…

3. Two comma four comma six comma eight comma ellipsis comma fourteen is written 2,4,6,8,…,14

4. Three comma six comma nine comma blank comma fifteen is written 3,6,9,__,15

5. Open parenthesis negative one comma zero close parenthesis is written (−1,0)

6. Open bracket four comma infinity close parenthesis is written [4,∞)
7. Open brace zero comma one comma two comma three close brace is written
\{0,1,2,3\}

8. y equals enlarged open brace with first line x comma if x is less than or equal to zero and second line zero comma if x is greater than zero is written
\[ y = \begin{cases} x, & \text{if } x \leq 0 \\ 0, & \text{if } x > 0 \end{cases} \]